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Physics with trapped atoms
Precision spectroscopy to test relativistic many-body predictions

Unique tests of the electroweak model via atomic parity 
nonconservation (APNC)

electron-nucleon: weak charge

nucleon-nucleon: anapole moments

Limits on electric dipole moments (EDM) and time-reversal 
symmetry



Why Fr traps?

Heaviest alkali metal: simple electronic structure and large 
nucleus ⇒ enhancement of APNC and EDM effects

Several isotopes with lifetime > 1 min ⇒ isotope comparisons

No stable isotopes, but traps partly compensate scarcity

Magneto-optical trap (MOT) can feed other traps

Temperature of MOT cloud ≈ mK ⇒ Doppler-free spectroscopy



Fr trapping experiments

SUNY Stony Brook
	 pioneered Fr trapping; spectroscopy
	 moving to TRIUMF
Gomez et al., Rep. Prog. Phys. 69, 79 (2006)

JILA Boulder
	 vapor cell; spectroscopy of 221Fr
Lu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 994 (1997)

LNL Legnaro
	 status in this talk

RCNP Osaka
	 feasibility tests for EDM
Sakemi, RCNP proposal 2005 (unpublished)
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Fr BEAM

100-MeV 18O6+ beam

Au target
1200 K
+3 kV 3-keV Fr+ beam

Magneto-Optical
Trap

INFN/LNL
Tandem-XTU

West Experimental Hall



Primary beam

95--115 MeV 18O6+ from Tandem-XTU

Maximum intensity 2 × 1012 particles/s

Average of 12 days of beam time per year since 2001



Production target

 197Au disk on W support rod

1200 K, +3 kV

Fusion-evaporation: 
197Au(18O,xn)215-xFr

 210Fr yields @ flux 1.5 x 1012:
1 x 106 (ave.), 3 x 106 (max.)



Production estimates

beam energy, MeV
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Yield measurements (1/2)

target temperature, K
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Yield measurements (2/2)

beam energy, MeV
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Yields limited by surface desorption



Transport beamline

Decouples MOT lab from target area (radiation + vacuum)

Electrostatic, i.e. mass independent

Mass selection with Wien filter



Fr BEAM

Prism

Quadrupole triplet

Wien filter



Laser Lab

Fr+  → MOT area Laser systems



Neutralization

Y or Zr plate inside MOT cell

900--1100 K for diffusion

Test neutralizer on beamline

Fr released in about 10 s



MOT features

Ti:Sa 718 nm

Diode 817 nm

Beam diameter 4 cm

Pyrex cell with 
PDMS or Dryfilm 
coating



MOT improvements

Achieved record loading rate of Rb MOT

Exploits Light-Induced Atomic Desorption in PDMS coating

Atutov et al., Phys. Rev. A 67, 053401 (2003)

rescence signal exhibits a sudden but relatively small in-

crease due to the fluorescence of nontrapped atoms desorbed

from the coating. This level !dashed line" equals that in Fig.
3!b". Then, after a delay of about 10 ms, the number of
trapped atoms starts increasing and attains a considerably

high value, Nt!1.5"107, in a relatively short time !80 ms",
leading to a high loading rate of about 2.0"108 s#1.
An analysis based on a longer time scale has been carried

out in Fig. 4 under the same conditions as for the measure-

ments in Fig. 3. In order to reduce the fluctuations of fluo-

rescence, an electronic low-pass filter, consisting of an RC

circuit with time constant #!300 ms, was used. Curve a

illustrates the experimentally recorded fluorescence signal of

trapped atoms. After the flash, the fluorescence signal rapidly

increases with time, attains a maximum at Nt!2.5"107,
then slowly falls off. For comparison, the fluorescence signal

of a conventionally loaded trap is shown in Fig. 4, curve b,

under same experimental parameters for the trap. It comes

clear that the LIAD technique allows the trap loading to be

by far faster than for the conventional technique. The reason

for the decrease in fluorescence in the case of the LIAD

technique owes to the waste of trapped atoms. In curve b,

Fig. 4, the number of trapped atoms keeps constant at long

time because feeding with atoms is carried continuously. In

this latter case, if the laser is switched off, fluorescence de-

cays with the same time constant as it takes to saturate. It is

important to remark that in our experiment the trap lifetimes

are comparable for both loading methods.

The experimental curve a in Fig. 4 has been fit by solving

Eqs. !1" under the simplifying assumption $!%!0, which
will be reconsidered later. Indeed, the assumption %!0 was
used in previous work by Anderson and Kasevich &14'. In the
determination, it has been assumed the previously measured

value W!8 s#1; another constraint is given by the condition

that at very long time it holds Ṅv($()!Ṅ t($()!0, which
leads to C(!LI/&WNt($()' . The fit also includes the ef-
fect of the electronic filter.

Curve c in Fig. 4 is the result of the fit, which is in very

good agreement with experimental data. In fact curve c and

curve a of Fig. 4 are nearly indistinguishable. Accordingly, it

comes out that the initial number of atoms desorbed via

LIAD is N0!6.5"107 atoms and the loading coefficient is
L!15 s#1, which corresponds to an effective loading time
1/L!65 ms. The value for the C coefficient is C(t)

!&2.9 exp(#0.38t)$0.038' s#1, and I!1.8"104 atoms/s.
Figure 4, curve d, shows the number of trapped atoms vs

time when the effect of the filter, which is not sufficiently

fast to follow the rapid raising time of fluorescence in the

case of LIAD, is removed. When this effect is taken into

account, there comes out a value N
t

max!3.5"107 atoms at
t!0.140 s. The uncertainties over the parameters of the fit
are lower than 5% except that for C( and I, which are about

60%. However, such two large uncertainties are not relevant

for the discussion as will be shown in Fig. 5. The slope of

curve d in Fig. 4 in the early stage of trap loading is the

loading rate as measured if there was no filter. It comes out

as 2.5"108 atoms/s, in agreement with the measured value
in Fig. 3.

Equation !2" is the general definition of efficiency, which
can be written in the case of LIAD loading as

)!
N
t

max

!
0

#
I! t "dt

!
N
t

max

N0
!!54%7 "%.

Such efficiency is comparable with the best previous de-

terminations &6,10,11' in spite that no special attention has
been paid to reduce the loss rate. Previous determinations

FIG. 3. Signal of the photodetector as a function of time; the

spikes at t!0 s are due to the stray flash light. !a" flash light only,
!b" flash with the laser frequency tuned to the resonance !no trap",
!c" averaged fluorescence signal from trap. The dashed line indi-

cates the contribution due to the fluorescence of nontrapped atoms.

FIG. 4. Curve a, number of trapped atoms vs time with LIAD

using a low-pass filter; the spike at t!0 has been removed from the
curve; curve b, number of trapped atoms vs time for standard load-

ing !no LIAD"; curve c is the fit of curve a through integration of
Eqs. !1" taking into account the effect of the filter. The curve is
nearly indistinguishable from curve a; curve d, number of trapped

atoms vs time if no filter was present.

ATUTOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 67, 053401 !2003"

053401-4

pressure (1.7!10"10 mbar) measured nearby the cell is not
affected by the presence of the coating. It is found anyway
that the total background pressure suddenly increases after a

light flash, then decreases back to equilibrium. The maxi-

mum background pressure can be controlled by light inten-

sity. The number of Rb atoms desorbed at surface is propor-

tional to the flash intensity over a wide range.

Two water-cooled coils provide a quadrupole magnetic

field with a field gradient up to 30 G/cm. The laser for trap-

ping is a Ti:sapphire ring laser, delivering a maximum power

of about 300 mW at 780 nm. The laser is tuned 10 MHz

below the 5S1/2 , F#3→5P3/2 , F!#4 closed transition of
85Rb and is locked to a Fabry-Perot cavity, which is in turn

actively locked to a frequency stabilized He-Ne laser. A free-

running diode laser 10 mW in power tuned 10 MHz below

the 5S1/2 , F#2→5P3/2 , F!#3 transition serves for re-

pumping. The two laser beams are superposed and split into

six beams, whose diameter is expanded to 1.8 cm by six

telescopes. The fluorescence of the trapped atoms is imaged

by a fast and calibrated photodetector equipped with an in-

terferential filter. The signal is proportional to the number of

cold atoms and is recorded by a digital scope, which is fi-

nally analyzed by a personal computer. Two charged-coupled

device cameras monitor the size and shape of the cold atomic

cloud with a spatial resolution of 200 !m. A second diode-
laser beam "5 mm in diameter# monitors the time evolution
of background rubidium density when the repumping laser is

switched off. The absorption signal of the probe beam is

measured by a fast photodetector located far away from the

cell to minimize the disturbing signal from stray light of the

flash. The flash "pulse duration about 1 ms# is a commercial
device for photographic purposes.

III. ATOM LOADING IN A MOT

Optimization of loading efficiency in a MOT requires full

knowledge of the processes involved. The system governing

MOT loading can be conceived as an ensemble of a rela-

tively warm gas of Nv nontrapped atoms containing a cold

core of Nt trapped atoms—the MOT, strictly speaking. Load-

ing is normally accomplished through feeding of atoms into

population Nv at rate I(t) by some external source. The pro-

cess of loading is carried out through a time interval of $
seconds so that the total number of nontrapped atoms sup-

plied is %0
$
I(t)dt . The ensemble of atoms is not a closed

system, so that atomic adsorption by the cell walls and loss

through the port for pumping cause a continuous decrease in

nontrapped atoms, which occurs at rate "WNv , W being the

waste coefficient.

Loading of the MOT results in a net transfer of non-

trapped warm atoms to trapped cold atoms into the MOT by

radiation pressure. This process occurs at rate LNv , L being

the loading coefficient. Indeed, since the potential of the

MOT is considerably shallow, internal collisions between

trapped atoms may cause a decrease in the population Nt ,

escaping from the trap at rate &N
t

2 . Also scattering events of

trapped Rb atoms with nontrapped Rb atoms may spill a net

flux of trapped atoms at rate 'NtNv . Here ' , & are propor-

tionality constants. Finally, collisions with background gas

may also waste trapped atoms at rate CNt . In our case, just

after the atom desorption, parameter C must be regarded as a

time-dependent variable, C(t)#C0exp("Kt)$C( , the first

term being ascribed to possible desorption of other mol-

ecules or atoms by LIAD and the second one due to the final

residual gas pressure.

In summary, the set of equations governing the time evo-

lution of Nv and Nt populations are

dNt

dt
#LNv"C" t #Nt"&N

t

2"'NvNt , "1a#

dNv

dt
#"WNv"LNv$C" t #Nt$&N

t

2$'NvNt$I" t #

"1b#

with the proper initial conditions for Nt and Nv .

In some cases, injection of atoms may be regarded as a

relatively fast process with respect to time scale involved and

hence N0 atoms are supplied nearly instantaneously. Loading

with LIAD meets this condition, since both the duration of

flash and the intrinsic response time of LIAD are much faster

than any other characteristic time in the experiment "see Fig.
2#. Thereby, if LIAD is the only loading method involved,

then it can be set I(t)#N0)(t) and Nt(0)#0, Nv(0)#0 in
Eqs. "1#, which is mathematically equivalent to I(t)#0 and
Nt(0)#0, Nv(0)#N0. Finally, our MOT is equipped with

an additional source of atoms; in fact, Rb is supplied by a

metallic reservoir hosted in a small appendix in the glass

cell. Even though this latter is kept cold at liquid-nitrogen

temperature during operation with the MOT, equilibrium be-

tween Rb atoms on the walls and the vapor phases occurs

with no need for light excitation, liberating a constant but

negligible flux of Rb vapor.

FIG. 1. A sketch of the experimental apparatus "top view#. L
stands for laser beams; pd1, pd2 stand for photodetectors.

ATUTOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 67, 053401 "2003#

053401-2
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Timeline
--- production target releases first Fr beam (June)

--- beamline completed; Fr+ beam to MOT (July)

--- first Fr trap signals (April)

--- upgrades: Wien filter, Dryfilm coating, CCD camera

--- record Fr production (February)

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005



Conclusions

Built first European facility for Fr atomic traps

Achieved record efficiency for Rb MOT

Characterized Fr production via fusion-evaporation

Rapid progress in spite of limited beam time

Future experiments at ISOLDE?

Thanks for your attention


